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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE List of Bloks

hanged

XSCS ag

RGS1 EXAFS 0004 1999-01-01T00:00:00 MgF2-P-CCD1 NO

MgF2-P-CCD2

MgF2-P-CCD3

MgF2-P-CCD4

MgF2-P-CCD5

MgF2-P-CCD6

MgF2-P-CCD7

MgF2-P-CCD8

MgF2-P-CCD9

RGS2 EXAFS 0004 1999-01-01T00:00:00 MgF2-P-CCD1 NO

MgF2-P-CCD2

MgF2-P-CCD3

MgF2-P-CCD4

MgF2-P-CCD5

MgF2-P-CCD6

MgF2-P-CCD7

MgF2-P-CCD8

MgF2-P-CCD9

2 Changes

When statistis are high enough, RGS spetra show a weak but de�nite instrumental absorbtion

feature near 17.9

�

A due to MgF

2

in the CCDs. Data have been inorporated in the instrument model

in order to prevent the feature from being mistaken as of osmi origin. The RGS EXAFS CCFs

have been modi�ed aordingly.
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In general, elemental X-ray absorptions are stored in the XMM ABSCOEF CCF that ontains the

Henke sattering fators tabulated on a �xed energy grid. In the CAL these data are aessed when

omputing the transmission probabilities whih enter the formula for the RGS quantum eÆienies as

desribed in the CAL Handbook. It later beame lear that ertain RGS edge absorption features

ould not be modelled aurately enough using the Henke data so the EXAFS strutures were

introdued to improve the Henke data where neessary. The EXAFS do not ontain the sattering

fators but the mean absorption lengths in m tabulated against energy in eV. For this MgF

2

layer,

the tabulation is the same for all CCDs and overs the range 652:8 � E(eV) � 729:2 in 206 steps of

0.4eV.

The SAS reognizes materials in the EXAFS table names that math the naming sheme

CompoundName-[P|A℄-CCD[1-9℄

where CompoundName is one of the following hardoded omposite material names :

har *absMaterial[℄ = { "MgF2", "Al", "Al2O3", "SiO2", "Si", "H2O", "Si" };

bool passive[℄ = { true, true, true, true, true, true, false };

These names appear as part of the ase-senstive extension names so, for example, \MgF2-P-CCD1"

is needed to de�ne the EXAFS data for Fluorine in the passive MgF

2

layer on CCD1. \P" stands

for \Passive" as opposed to \A" for \Ative". These details also need to be added to the CAL

Handbook.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

Little or no risk of onfusing an instrumental feature with absorption in the intergalati medium,

for example.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

Systemati ux unertainties near the Flourine edge redued to the few perent level that applies

through most of the RGS waveband.

5 Test proedures & results

The equivalent width of the instrumental Fluorine feature is quite low and thus not easy to see

in single observations of even strong soures. For example, Fig. 1 shows RGS 1st-order spetra of
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Mkn421 during one of its brighter episodes along with power-law models made with and without the

deeper feature in the new CCF. In RGS2, the feature is nearly masked by noise. Several detetor

defets are also visible.

Greater detail an be seen in Fig. 2 whih shows a similar omparison of rgsfluxer uxed spetra

alulated with old and new CCFs for all Mkn421 data exept those obtained during the ool-

ing ampaign in November 2002. The new CCFs suessfully remove the instrumental absorption

feature.

6 Expeted Updates

None expeted.
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Figure 1: Details of models of RGS �rst-order spetra of Mkn421 in 0259 0136540101. Idential

RGS1 and RGS2 data were analysed with response matries with and without improved instrumental

absorption by MgF

2

provided by the new RGS EXAFS CCFs. Several features due to bad pixels

have not hanged.
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Figure 2: Details of the RGS spetrum of Mkn421 with and without the improved desription of

instrumental absorption by MgF

2

provided by the new RGS EXAFS CCFs. At the top in green

the old CCF with a lear feature at 17.9

�

A, due to an inadequate desription of the F-edge. Several

features due to bad pixels have not hanged. The red line shows the result with the new CCFs with

no feature. The lower plot shows the di�erene between the two with error bars in yellow. The new

EXAFS tables range between 17 and 19

�

A, at the ends of whih there is no jump to be seen. This

means that Mg absorption was also properly inluded in the CCFs.


